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Abstract: With the discovery of optical fiber
there was a widespread revolution in the
field of communication. Optical fiber
communication offers high data rate,
security, flexibility, higher bandwidth etc.
However factors such as dispersion,
attenuation, scattering etc., greatly hampers
it’sperformance. Moreover it’s dispersion
that severely damages the high speed data
transmission in optical fiber. Dispersion
causes the pulse to spread as it travels along
the fiber and causing interference. There are
various
methods
for
dispersion
compensation. This research is done to
emphasize the effect of dispersion and how
to overcome it by using FBG. Fiber Bragg
Grating is one of the widely used technology
to compensate dispersion in optical fiber
communication and here we have used FBG
to compensate dispersion in a 80Gb/s WDM
network using NRZ modulator at transmitter
side and the results thus obtained are
compared. The value of Q-factor, eye height
and bit error rate (BER) is determined for
each and every channel and their values are
compared.

network. In order to avail the high
bandwidth facility of optical communication
we need to send multiple signals through a
single channels and WDM helps us to
achieve it.But this communication link also
faces a lot of hindrances and dispersion is
the worst of out of all. Dispersion causes the
light wave to spread in time domain and thus
leads to Inter Symbol Interference (ISI).
Interference causes the loss original data at
the receiver end.
Fiber Bragg grating are the most
commonly used dispersion compensation
technique in 10Gbps optical transmission
system.FBA generally constitutes of
reflectors whose dispersion characteristics
and reflection spectra are dependent on the
wavelength. So a little adjustment in grating
length[8] could provide a great remedy for
dispersion. Moreover the easy availability
and low cost of FBG has made it even more
desirable as a compensation technique.
2. MAJOR TYPE OF DISPERSION
IN FIBERS:

1. INTRODUCTION
With the agile growth in modern
telecommunication system there has been a
huge demand to expedite the communication
system. High speed internet error free link
has become the priority for the service
provider.This has resulted in extraordinary
increment in the use of wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) in advanced optics
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Fig 1: Pulse spreading caused by
modal dispersion.
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2.1 Chromatic Dispersion
Chromatic or intramodal dispersion may
occur in all types of optical fiber and
outcome from the limited spectral linewidth
of the optical source. Since optical sources
do not emit just a single frequency but a
band of frequencies (in the case of the
injection laser corresponding to only a
fraction of a percent of the center frequency,
whereas for the LED it is likely to be a
significant percentage), then there may be
propagation delay differences between the
different spectral components of the
transmitted signal. These causes broadening
of each transmitted mode and hence
intramodal dispersion [13].The delay
differences may be provoked by the
dispersive effects of the waveguide material
(material dispersion) and also auspices by
the effects within the fiber design
(waveguide dispersion). The response time
is

στ=

𝑳

∆

(𝒄 𝟎 /𝑵𝟏 ) 𝟐

2.2 Material Dispersion
Pulse broadening due to material dispersion
is produced by the distinct group velocities
of the diverse spectral components launched
into the fiber from the optical source. It
happens when the phase velocity of a plane
wave transmitting in the dielectric medium
differs non- linearly with wavelength, and
when the second differential of the refractive
index with respect to wavelength is not zero,
then a material is said to exhibit material
dispersion. The temporal width of an optical
impulse of spectral width σ λ after
transmission of length L is
σλ=|Dλ|σλ L

(5.1)
𝝀𝟎 𝒅𝟐 𝒏

where Dλ= 𝒄𝟎 𝒅𝟐 𝝀𝟎 𝟐
This type of dispersion is known as Material
dispersion.
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2.3 Waveguide Dispersion
The wave guiding of the fiber may also
create chromatic dispersion. This results
from the variation in group velocity with
wavelength for a particular mode.
Considering the ray theory approach, it is
equivalent to the angle between the ray and
the fiber axis varying with wavelength
which subsequently leads to a variation in
the transmission times for the rays, and
hence dispersion. For a single mode whose
propagation constant is β, the fiber exhibits
waveguide dispersion when d2 (β)/d2 (λ)≠0.
𝒅𝟐 𝜷

𝟏

Dw=−(𝟐𝝅𝒄 )𝑽𝟐 𝒅𝑽𝟐
𝟎

where V=2π(a/λ0 )NA
3. DISPERSION COMPENSATION
SCHEMES
To verify the technical utility of the latest
technique carried out in this paper, we
present the FBG technology to outline the
working principle of the chirped FBG
suggested for the WDM model.
3.1 FBG Technique
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG)[12] is a
periodic structure fabricated inside optical
fiber. The fiber Bragg gratings are analyzed
using the couple mode theory.It consists of
linear refractive device whose refractive
index varies with the length of fiber. As the
FBG has reflection spectra that depend on
the wave length of light entering the fiber.
When a light with longer wavelength enters
the fiber it travels more distance in grating
before getting neglected whereas light with
shorter wavelength travels a short distance
in grating before getting neglected. This
phenomenon causes the broaden pulse to get
compressed in the SMF[10] and thus FBG
controls the dispersion in the optical fiber.
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3.2 FBG Fabrication
When a simple optical fiber is
exposed to an intense ultra violet beam it
causes a permanent variation of the
refractive index of the core.
The peak change of refractive index is of the
order 10-3 to 10-4 .
However to achieve a good reflection of
signal the length of FBG must of precised
according to
the
“mode coupling
phenomenon” the modes that satisfy the
Bragg condition shows strong coupling.
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where Z is length of FBG ranging from 0 to
L and 𝛿𝜂 is the peak change in refractive
index.
The amplitude of forward and backward
waves are governed by following coupled
differential equation
𝑑𝑅
+ 𝑗𝜍𝑅 = −𝑗𝜅𝑆 … … … … . (4.1)
𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑆
+ 𝑗𝜍𝑆 = −𝑗𝜅𝑅 … … … … . (4.2)
𝑑𝑍

λ Period of variation of refractive index.

where,
R = amplitude of forward mode
S = amplitude of backward mode
𝜍 = DC coupling coefficient
𝜂= Ac coupling coefficient
δ = tuning parameter

n is a integer which defines the order of
diffraction

The amplitude (𝜌 ) reflection coefficient of
FBG then can be obtained as

β1 – β2 = 2nπ/λ ………............ (1)
β1 and β2 phase constant of two modes.

The Bragg condition gives the wave length
that is called the Bragg wavelength (λ B)
which is strongly reflected by the grating
λB =2neffλ……………… (2)

𝜌=

𝜅𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝛼𝐿
… … … … (5)
𝜍𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝛼𝐿 + 𝑗𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝛼𝐿
Where
𝛼 = 𝜅2 − 𝜍 2
L=length of FBG

where neffiseffective modal index.
The fabrication might be little complex, but
once grating is made, it offer a very stable
performance.
3.3 Frequency Response of FBG
An uniform FBG has a constant period and
constant peak amplitude of refractive index
variation throughout the length of FBG. A
wavelength is strongly reflected if it satisfies
the Bragg Condition.
The refractive index of a FBG is given by
𝜂 𝑍 = 𝛿𝜂 cos

2𝜋𝑍
… … …… … . . 3
Λ
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Using above equation we can plot an
amplitude and delay plot which gives a
proper idea that FBG is an extremely tuned
filter and as the value of kL increases, the
reflectivity saturates to one and bandwidth
of FBG is also increased.
4. SIMULATION SETUP:
Using the above mentioned formula for
different grating length we obtained
different reflectivity and found that
reflectivity for effective refractive index
2e-4 increases upto 10 and after that it
became saturated.
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TABLE 1: Relationship between refractivity
and grating length
GRATING
LENGTH
(in mm)
2
4
5
8
10
12
15

REFARCTIVITY
PERCENTAGE
(for 𝜼𝒆𝒇𝒇 = 𝟐𝒆 − 𝟒)
44.83
93.22
97.51
99.39
99.99
99.99
99.99
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detector PIN. The simulation setup for the
proposed WDM transmission system and the
Chirped FBGs using the advanced
simulation tools of Optisystem 7.0.

So in our simulation we took three different
gratinglengths at different data rate and
practically fount that refractivity is best at
10mm grating length.
The suggested model using chirped FBG for
8-channels WDM optical transmission
system is used with elemental optical
communication system which subsists of a
transmitter, transmission link and a receiver.
The input signal has electrical data
represented by zeros and ones that have
been originated by Pseudo-Random Binary
Sequence (PRBS) through a non-return to
zero (NRZ) pulse generator. Then the input
signal is modulated through Mach- Zender
Modulator[6] with semi-conductor laser that
is represented by Continuous Wave (CW)
laser. So WDM Mux 8x1 is used as a
multiplexer for 8 channels having channel
spacing 400GHz from 192 to 194.8 THz
frequencies.
The arrangement sends
information using optical carrier wave from
transmitter to receiver via optical fiber. At
the receiver part, WDM Demux 1x8 is
required to demultiplex the signal.
Afterwards, the Chirped FBG will be used
as dispersion compensator. The use of
Chirped FBG requires optical amplification
to run-over the fiber loss and also to amplify
the signal, so the signal will pass through
EDFA before being received by Photo
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Fig 2: Block diagram of simulation setup

TABLE 2: Design Parameters
SMF Parameter
Length
Attenuation
Dispersion
Dispersion Slope
Effective Area

FBG Parameter
Effective Index
Length
Chirp Function
Linear Parameter
Apodization
Function

Value
120 km
0.2 dB/km
16.75 ps/nm/km
0.075 ps/nm2 /km
80 μm2

Value
1.45
5,8 and 10
Linear
0.0001 um
Linear
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5. RESULTS and ANALYSIS
Here simulation is carried out using
opting system 7 simulator and the result of
the first channel is tabulated and considered
for analysis. Table 3 shows the values of Q
Factor, BER & eye height for grating
lengths of 5mm, 8mm & 10 mm at 40, 60, &
80 GBPS transmission of a 120km long
optical fiber, it can be observed that the
value of Q factor, BER & eye height are
satisfactory only for 40GBPS transmission
at each grating length where as at 60 & 80
GBPS these value are below the required
Level.

TABLE 3: Simulation results
Grat
ing
Leng
th
5mm
5mm
5mm

8mm
8mm
8mm
10m
m
10m
m
10m
m

Dista
nce

Datar
ate

Q
Fact
or

B ER

120K
M
120K
M
120K
M

40Gb
ps
60Gb
ps
80Gb
ps

10.5
755
9.84
396
2.80
303

1.49427
e-046
3.58065
e-023
0.00202
249

120K
M
120K
M
120K
M
120K
M
120K
M
120K
M

40Gb
ps
60Gb
ps
80Gb
ps
40Gb
ps
60Gb
ps
80Gb
ps

15.2
332
10.3
885
3.11
425
15.8
822
8.57
367
3.53
842

8.96295
e-053
1.38114
e-025
0.00077
181
3.62221
e-057
4.86922
e-018
0.00018
1928

EYE
Height

0.3971
83
04475
62
0.0396
882
0.6720
58
0.5566
17
0.0303
783
0.7660
74
0.5770
89
0.1369
59

In this paper we have considered a
80 Gbps transmission. Hence in the 4 th table
simulation result of a 80Gbps transmission
at different grating lengths & different
distances are considered. It can be seen that
at 80 km long fiber and 10mm grating length
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it shows the best result. Here the eye height
is maximum of all the result & the value of
Q factor & BER is also satisfactory. We
have considered only the result of first
channel here But in some cases the result of
other channels are also satisfactory
though the result of first channel is not
good, e,g a grating length of 12mm at 80km
for 80Gbps transmission can also be
considered which gives satisfactory result
from channel number 4 to 8.
Table 4 Simulation Results at 80 GBPS
Data
Rate

Dista
nce

Grati
ng
lengt
h
5 mm

Q
Fact
or

B ER

EYE
Height

80G
bps

120K
M

2.803
03

0.00222
49

10
mm
12
mm
15
mm

3.114
25
3.538
42
3.117
05
2.731
44

0.00077
181
0.00018
1928
0.00078
5214
0.00308
766

120K
M

20
mm

2.271
82

0.01059
24

80G
bps
80G
bps
80G
bps
80G
bps

100K
M
100K
M
100K
M
100K
M

8 mm

3.325
06
3.707
29
3.403
06
2.507
21

0.00038
7975
9.86736e
-005
4.09579e
-005
0.00439
43

80G
bps

80
KM

8 mm

2.824
96

0.00236
035

80G
bps
80G
bps
80G
bps

80
KM
80
KM
80
KM

10
mm
12
mm
15
mm

8.263
94
4.440
71
2.842
09

7.03394e
-017
3.71477e
-006
0.00173
781

0.0396
882
0.0303
783
0.1369
59
0.0302
583
0.0585
846
0.0856
288
0.1929
68
0.4032
44
0.4051
46
0.2156
46
0.2744
56
2.8425

80G
bps
80G
bps
80G
bps
80G
bps

120K
M
120K
M
120K
M
120K
M

8 mm

80G
bps

10
mm
12
mm
15
mm

1.5356
8
0.1541
05
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Fig 3: Grating length of 5mm

Fig 3.1: For 40 gbps

Fig 3.1: For 60 gbps

Fig 3.3: For 80 gbps

Fig 4: Grating length of 8mm

Fig 4.1: For 40 gbps

Fig 4.1: For 60 gbps

Fig 4.3: For 80gbps

Fig 5: Grating length of 10mm

Fig 5.1: For 40gbps

Fig 5.1: For 60 gbps
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Fig 5.3: For 80gbps
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